MINUTES OF MEETING TURTLE RUN
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT


A telephone conference meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Turtle Run Community Development District was held on Monday, August 31, 2020 at 6:00 p.m. It is being held in accordance with the Office of the Governor Executive Orders authorizing the use of communications media technology, the Board of Supervisors and members of the public may attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the call-in in formation 1-872-240- 3311 Access code: 857-371-069.

Present and constituting a quorum:
Chris Kapish	Chairman (via teleconference)
Skip Carney	Assistant Secretary (via teleconference)
Zaida Karnegis	Assistant Secretary (via teleconference)
Lance Morgan	Assistant Secretary (via teleconference) Also present were:
Dennis Baldis Michael Pawelczyk Jonathan Geiger Tamara Peacock Cristin Peacock
 District Manager (via teleconference) District Counsel (via teleconference) KCI Technologies (via teleconference)
Tamara Peacock Architects (via teleconference) Tamara Peacock Architects (via teleconference)



FIRST  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Roll Call
Mr. Baldis called the meeting to order and called the roll.


SECOND  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Moment of Silence
Mr. Kapish: Let's just take a moment of silence.


THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	Pledge of Allegiance
Mr. Kapish led the pledge of Allegiance.
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FOURTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Good News







ok.
 Mr. Kapish: Good news. Skip, do you have any good news for us?
Mr. Carney: Everything is good Chris by the grace of God thank goodness. Mr. Kapish: Lance, do you have anything for us?
Mr. Morgan: No, I don't, thank you Chris.
Mr. Kapish: Did anybody else join the meeting while we were doing the pledge? No



FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Comment
Mr. Kapish: Public comment. I don't believe anybody from the public is on correct Dennis?
Mr. Baldis: Nobody from the public is on.


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Update and Discussion of
Projects for the Bonds
Mr. Kapish: We will move onto update and discussion on the bonds. Jonathan and Cristin, and Tamara you are all on. I don't know who wants to go first.
Mr. Geiger: Tamara Peacock can go first. I know they have a lot less then me to go through.
Ms. Tamara Peacock: We submitted the cost estimate that you requested for what the secondary walls cost. You should have that in your handout. It came to a total of
$358,000. I just wanted to mention that number is including two of the walls, not one. It is based on the unit cost from Jon Zak construction project. We took the units and then just modified it for this configuration. Then we extrapolated to that number. In addition to his costs, what we did was add in any of the change orders that were on the project so we had an all-in number. Cristin, do you want to add any comments?
Ms. Cristin Peacock: The only thing that we didn't add into that would be the contractor's overhead and profit.
Mr. Baldis: Let me clarify. It is $358,000 correct? Ms. Tamara Peacock: Correct.
Mr. Kapish: So, each side Tamara is approximately going to be between close to
$200,000, is that right?
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Ms. Tamara Peacock: Yes $179,000. Then if you add contractor's overhead and profit, yes about $200,000.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.	Do you have a design of  that  and  are  they all the same? Ms. Cristin Peacock: They are basically the same for what they look like. There are modifications we have to make based on the site location and the obstructions of the site but for the majority of it yes, they are all the same length, the same height. We actually had seven of them in DRC right now and a majority of the comments we are still waiting on
some of them but they are almost all the way through DRC. Mr. Baldis: How many walls are there left totally?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: To go through DRC?
Mr. Baldis: I am trying to get the number to redo all the signs, what is the number?
Seven of them?
Ms. Cristin Peacock: There is actually nine. Mr. Baldis: So, it is 9 times $200,000 correct? Ms. Tamara Peacock: Exactly.
Mr. Baldis: What is that number? Ms. Tamara Peacock: $1,800,000. Mr. Baldis: Thank you.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. Are you using the same type of material Tamara?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: We haven't changed any of the material from the original. We are staying with the material that we have.
Mr. Kapish: That is the same backlit type sign? Ms. Tamara Peacock: Yes.
Ms. Cristin Peacock: We made sure we added that into the number to include the Turtle. I know previously Jon didn't include it so we took the change order and added it in.
Mr. Kapish: Since the electric has been a big thing at the main entrance and a problem, is that an issue at any of the locations as far as electric goes?
Ms. Cristin Peacock: What happened with the main entry wall was that it wasn't that it was an issue, it was that we did the upgrade to the panel and when we did that upgrade and added the sub panels onto the main that is where the issue came with electrical. At these other locations we are just going to be replacing that same panel on the back to
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house the lighting for the wall. We are not looking at upgrading the main service to the sites.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. So, there is enough power there for the new sign? Ms. Cristin Peacock: Correct.
Mr. Kapish: Any questions for Tamara or Cristin?
Ms. Karnegis: No, this is Zaida, I have joined the meeting. Mr. Kapish:  Hi Zaida. Zaida has officially joined the meeting.
Ms. Tamara Peacock: If there are no questions on the estimate, the second item that we submitted is the additional work that we need to do to get all the permits and everything for the nine secondary signs. We had submitted a task order #11 which you all should have a copy of and before we only included seven of the locations because we were worried about the one that had the easement issue. We went ahead and added everything and revised it and resubmitted it to you guys for approval.
Mr. Baldis: It is the first item under engineering which is 9B #1 in your agenda book. Ms. Tamara Peacock: The only difference from the one that you had in last meeting's packet is that we added 71 hours for the additional work to do two more signs.
If you have any questions on that.
Mr. Kapish: The one sign on 441 on the south side is in the right-of-way correct?
Ms. Cristin Peacock: Yes, so that one is owned by the City of Coral Springs. They are still looking into the records to find the easement on that sign. I spoke with KCI survey department and they have reached out to the company who does the records search on it. There is a title search on it so they are still waiting. I think they had to go back a little bit further than they usually do.
Mr. Baldis: Jonathan, wouldn't that be in the book that we paid you guys to make about a year ago?
Mr. Geiger: I am not sure if that one wound up in there. When we started going back further to look for these easements that was after we had already given you an updated copy.
Mr. Baldis: You wouldn't have had to go back very far. It was when Target did the Plaza over there. It is not like it was in the 80's.
Mr. Kapish: I think it was about 2004 or 2005. Mr. Geiger: For that specific easement?
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Mr. Kapish: Yes, that is when the Target was built. I think about approximately then that Mall was a part of that project.
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Mr. Geiger: If Cristin checked with them already, I am assuming he checked our record. We may not have done a title search on that parcel prior and if we did we might not have captured, it depends on the dates they requested at the time so I am not sure when they put the easement atlas together what they had on hand and if they did title searching further back what they needed. I can follow up with them. Maybe we have it on a plan somewhere.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Where is the sign located? What is the intersection?
Mr. Kapish: Mike it is the 441 at Turtle Creek Drive on the southwest corner.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I will look tomorrow if it is in my records. I sent everything to the engineer that I have.
Mr. Geiger: I forwarded all that onto our survey department to put in that atlas. Mr. Pawelczyk: I will look. It might be in our files somewhere.
Mr. Kapish: The attorney for the Target people...
Mr. Pawelczyk: You are not going to be able to get it from them, those records are gone. A title search will pull up the information. The City should have a copy of its own easement if they have an easement.
Mr. Geiger: It is in their right-of-way so I would imagine they should have a copy of it if there is one.
Mr. Kapish: I'm assuming they pulled the permit, so they had to right? Mr. Pawelczyk: Who sign is it?
Mr. Kapish: The sign is ours. It was built by the developer of Target. Mr. Baldis: Correct.
Mr. Pawelczyk: Ok, I will look. If I have it, I will distribute it.
Mr. Kapish: Tamara, so you have this work order #11 $26,400. I guess what you are looking for tonight is an approval of that for that work.
Ms. Tamara Peacock: Exactly, so we can move forward with the rest of all those permits, yes.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. Any questions about that, if not we just need a motion to approve
that.
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Mr. Carney: I guess I have a question. We are building brick walls throughout the community which brick is forever. We are tearing down brick monument signs which I don't know. Should we be looking at modernizing what we have versus a total restructure of what we have? Just a question.
Mr. Kapish: Modernizing/ bringing it up the date pretty much was the main entrance was the design that we all agreed on when it was presented to the Board. We voted on it as the new look and of course at that time it was tied into those hours that we were talking about with Tamara as an entrance feature further down the road with the brick. It was a mixture of brick and stone. The brick is not disappearing. The brick is just being added with an added feature of stone. The same that we did with the turtle on the Estate sign. We didn't abandon the brick look at all. It is a little different but it is still the old brick and stone type thing and there is nothing else. It would be an opinion whether or not you think it is modern looking or not enough brick or stone.
Ms. Tamara Peacock: I do think the subject has come up before about would it be cheaper to take the base wall and just renovate it and I think that for the cost that we were going to spend it didn't make sense to do it. We kind of went through that exercise and we weren't going to get the look that we wanted and exactly the location and everything else by doing that. We were still going to spend quite a bit of money. I think that is why we went in the direction that we did, if that is what you are trying to follow up on that thought.
Mr. Carney: I am just wondering if we are doing the right thing. What is the life span of that concrete versus brick? Is that a question for an engineer, I am just curious?
Mr. Geiger: I don't know that off the top of my head Skip so I would have to talk to our guys at the office about that.
Mr. Carney: Ok just a question. Brick is forever from what I understand.
Ms. Tamara Peacock: You know it is and I think if we didn't have the settlement issues before we probably wouldn't have some of the replacement costs that we have now. If you look at the life that we have gotten out of it to date is more than 30 years. It would seem like you would probably get 40 years out of these walls before they look bad enough that it would cost enough to fix them that people might think about replacing them.
Mr. Carney: Are you referring to the new ones, correct?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: Yes. They could last a very long time but I know that what happens with the soil in Florida we have a lot of organics and you do get settlement in
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those types of locations. Although we design for it and you do get the sprinkler system puts deposits on them. You know what I mean. When we do these life cycle costs for buildings we say 50 years. You are in that ballpark.
Mr. Carney: I am not talking about the money, I just want to make sure we are doing the right thing, that is all.
Mr. Morgan: I have a question. What was the original amount of money that was put aside in the bond for all the walls?
Mr. Baldis: I can answer that. It is $3,185,700 for the entrance feature improvements in the engineer's report.
Mr. Morgan: Does it say how many walls that is supposed to be?
Mr. Baldis: You will have to give me a minute to go back and look at the detail.
Mr. Morgan: How much do we have out on the current wall project at the main entrance? Do you know that figure also?
Mr. Baldis: It is ongoing. What we were planning on doing so you know, we are going to get a little ahead of it but for the next meeting we were going to give you a detail on what every project, what we have spent on each and every project up-to-date. You will have that at your next meeting for all of the projects. I can't give you an accurate answer on that. I can look and see what the contract was for Anzco. If you give me a minute, I can look at up real quick.
Mr. Morgan: Yes, would you please. I am not holding to any figure but if you give me a ballpark figure that would be great.
Mr. Baldis: Ok just give a minute please.
Mr. Geiger: Lance, are you just looking for a dollar amount spent to date on the one that Anzco is doing right now.
Mr. Morgan: Yes, at the main entrance, just a ballpark.
Ms. Cristin Peacock: I actually have that number. I have $681,059 is how much they completed to date. The contract sum is $709,714.
Mr. Morgan: Is that for one sign or both signs? Ms. Cristin Peacock: Both signs.
Mr. Geiger: That includes all the change orders on the main entry wall as well. That
$709,000, that includes all the changes that was made as well.
Mr. Kapish: I think if you add all that up together, I think we are way under budget.
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Mr. Morgan: That is what I was doing Chris.
Mr. Kapish: I think we have done a fantastic job with all that. Mr. Carney: Chris, that is $709,000 for both sides, right?
Mr. Kapish: Yes.
Mr. Morgan: So basically, with cost overrun and everything we are about $2.5 to
$2.6 million dollars for all the walls. It will be under the $3,185,000 I think.
Mr. Baldis: There is nine walls left at $200,000 each.
Mr. Morgan: I think that is a little cheap. I think when they said it was $179,000 per wall plus the builder's profit and whatever the other thing was that Tamara Peacock's office said.
Mr. Carney: Mike I have a question for you while we are waiting. Let's say there is
$500,000 left over from a project that we didn't spend it all, can those funds be reallocated?
Mr. Pawelczyk: You would amend the engineer's report accordingly. You would have to take on amending the engineer's report. I think you also have to remember that the entryway project numbers include landscaping and design as well, not just construction costs. It includes all your costs like permitting, plans, design so I guess Dennis is going to tell us how far where you are next week on all your projects. It is not just construction.
Mr. Baldis: Irrigation and all that.
Mr. Carney: Ok. So, there is a lot more put into that. We could be $600,000 under today but once you put all the bills in, we could be at $3,500,000.
Mr. Baldis: We are going to have to add what we paid FPL to put the new transformers in. We are going to have to add in, on the other project what we paid to have the cobra lights removed. All those things are going to have to be added, so yes, it is just not what the construction cost is at this current time.
Mr. Carney: Do we have any idea at this time where that all is going to fall?
Mr. Baldis: No, like I said earlier, we are going to have a spreadsheet showing you exactly where you are with each and every project for the next meeting.
Mr. Kapish: If there is nothing else pertaining to that topic, I guess we will go back to the consideration of work order #11 from Tamara Peacock to finish up that work. We would need to make a motion for the aesthetic entry entrance feature walls in the amount of $26,400.
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Mr. Morgan: Chris, Tamara Peacock is just moving along with the permitting with the City and that type of thing, right?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: Yes, it is. Construction administration too. It covers the bidding and construction administration as well.
Mr. Carney: What would happen if there is changes in the plans along the way?
Would you have to go back and resubmit?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: Generally, we would do an amendment or issue a letter depending on if it is just a minor change. We do that as part of the construction administration.
Mr. Morgan: What is that figure again? Mr. Kapish: $26,400.

On MOTION by Mr. Morgan seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor accepting Work Order #11 from Tamara Peacock Company Architects for secondary aesthetic entrance walls in the amount of $26,400 was approved.


Mr. Kapish: Let's go back to Tamara and Cristin. Do you have anything else?
Ms. Tamara Peacock: No that was it. Thank you very much and we will move forward on that.
Ms. Cristin Peacock: I can give you a quick update on the main entry wall since I know we are closing up there. FPL came out and they put in their service so you should have power to the site now. The turtles are in and installed and back lit now. He told me last time I spoke with him that he is going to seal up the bricks and put a seal on top of the concrete caps. That seal will also help maintain a unison color and help with the tree dropping onto the cap.
Mr. Baldis: Are you saying that the meter was installed today and if it was, what time because I was over there and the meter hasn't been installed?
Ms. Cristin Peacock: I was told on Friday that they were coming out.
Mr. Baldis: They did not show up. The meter is not installed. Hoping they come tomorrow. The brick on the wall has been sealed. The lights have been installed in the fountain. Chris has a sample of the stain for the caps. That hasn't been done yet. It needs to be approved by Chris or the Board. He has samples that I left on his porch this afternoon.

Mr. Kapish: Any other questions or comments? Thank you, Tamara and Cristin. Ms. Cristin Peacock: Thank you.
Mr. Kapish: We are going to jump back to Jonathan.
Mr. Geiger: I have a little bit here for today. We are going to start with Terrapin Lane. On the 14th we performed our Broward County Traffic Engineering inspection. Now that we know that nothing with Terrapin is changing, we were able to get out there and inspect the paver markings. That package was sent to Broward County Traffic on the 24th. We are not just waiting for them to perform their inspection and close the project out on their end. That is one of the things that we were needing to close Terrapin Lane out, the permit with the City. The other thing is the issue with Sample Road with FOOT. Last week we spoke to Chris and we had sent Chris an email kind of outlining the talking points. When talking with FOOT, KCI feels that at this point if a letter is going to come from someone, it needs to come from the District as far as following up with FOOT about why Turtle Run should be required to pay. We have done everything we can in an engineering capacity and this kind of seems more like a legal issue now with this. I don't know if you guys wanted to discuss that at all.
Mr. Baldis: Jonathan, I am a little confused. I thought Bob was sending them a letter explaining our position. Now you are saying someone else is doing that?
Mr. Geiger: In speaking with our office we feel that the letter needs to come from Turtle Run because we have, at KCI we have done everything that we could have with FOOT to try to get them to talk with you guys.
Mr. Baldis: Excuse me. Aren't the issues engineering issues being addressed
there?
Mr. Geiger: No because we have the permit. There really is no engineering issue
left. We have gone as far as we can. The hold up now is the District doesn't want to pay for it. We have let FOOT know that. It is kind of just going back and forth with that now. There is no engineering left.
Mr. Baldis: Why are you waiting for this meeting to tell me that since I have talked to you almost on a daily basis?
Mr. Geiger: We spoke with Chris last week. Bob gave Chris a call and we were told that this would be discussed at the meeting.
Mr. Baldis: Ok.
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Mr. Morgan: What is the cost Jonathan of fixing the roadway?
Mr. Geiger: The proposal that we received from Florida Blacktop was for
$28,702.23.
Mr. Baldis: Chris, while you were away Jonathan said that he spoke to you about this last week?
Mr. Kapish: We talked about the letter. I forwarded it onto you and Mike which basically is what he is saying now. The issue is it goes back to this. The District got a permit. It was approved and they had 13 accidents before the roadway was even touched and then they had one accident after completion of our project and then all the sudden there is a big problem and they want us to pay for the modification to Sample Road. If that was the case then they should have brought that issue of a modification up to us or be part of the project at that time but they didn't. They went ahead and gave us a permit permission and so did the City. I guess it is at a stale mate. The District I think and speaking for everybody I don't know, but I think the District position right now is that they need to fix the road. The State needs to fix the road. We don't go around fixing other people's road, we aren't a piggybank.
Mr. Morgan: Chris, it is a State road, correct? Mr. Kapish: It is a State road.
Mr. Morgan: So, we paid initially to have that modified, who drew up the plans to have that road modified in that way?
Mr. Kapish: Plans were drawn up by KCI. Mr. Morgan: Who approved those plans?
Mr. Geiger: The City of Coral Springs and Broward County Traffic Engineering and after construction was completed, the original design was approved by FOOT.
Mr. Morgan: We had our engineers drew up the plans. The City's engineer reviewed them and approved them, is that correct?
Mr. Geiger: Yes. This is both the Traffic Management Team review and then their Engineering Department, two reviews.
Mr. Morgan: Then they went to Broward County correct?
Mr. Geiger: Just for pavement marking and signage, not for roadway geometry. Mr. Morgan: They approved whatever they approved, is that correct?
Mr. Geiger: Correct.
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Mr. Morgan: Then FOOT inspected it and they approved it, is that correct?
Mr. Geiger: They approved our permit after construction but did not inspect it until the City asked them to.
Mr. Morgan: So FOOT did not sign off on it?
Mr. Geiger: They signed off on it. We sent the approved permit to Coral Springs. Coral Springs asked them to send an inspector out to check the intersection after we had an approved permit.
Mr. Morgan: And this is after the accident the City of Coral Springs asked them to do that or before the accident.
Mr. Geiger: This is after the accident.
Mr. Morgan: Ok that is when FDOT apparently had a problem with it. Is that correct? Mr. Geiger; Yes. It was after Coral Springs asked an inspector to go check out
there.
Mr. Morgan: To your knowledge Jonathan did Coral Springs ever ask FDOT to go
out and inspect that intersection, where the previous 12 accidents had occurred at?
Mr. Geiger: No, not to my knowledge.
Mr. Morgan: Chris it would be my suggestion that the County, the City or whoever might be needs to go fix their road. That is my suggestion.
Mr. Kapish: I agree with you, that is what I was basically saying. The letter doesn't need to come from the District's attorney.
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't understand what the legal issue is.
Mr. Kapish: I don't know. What is FOOT going to do? Sue the District?
Mr. Pawelczyk: They need to fix their own road. We didn't do anything we weren't allowed to do. We shouldn't be talking about this in a meeting. Did we get a letter from FDOT that is saying you have to fix the road? If we did, I haven't seen it.
Mr. Morgan: Jonathan, do you know if the notified us officially?
Mr. Geiger: I don't think we have any official FOOT notification but I do know the issue is the City is holding everything else up on us as far as license agreements and closing the permit out for Terrapin Lane.
Mr. Baldis: The answer is no. They haven't told us. We told them Bob Zuccaro at KCI told them, explained to them what we just talked about and we haven't gotten a response from them back. Now I guess I am being asked to write a letter saying what Bob
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has already told them. I don't understand. If they have not responded, why do we keep responding?
Mr. Morgan: They are holding up other permits that have to do with Terrapin is that what you said?
Mr. Geiger: The City won't close Terrapin out till there is a resolution to the Sample Road issue.
Mr. Morgan: My question is who cares? Terrapin is completed. I could give a rat's ass what the City does with Terrapin. The work is completed.
Mr. Kapish: I agree with Lance but here is one thing that does bother me is that we need to contact, if our work is being held up at the City because of an issue that doesn't have anything to do with the District then that needs to be addressed with the City Manager then I guess.
Mr. Baldis: Correct, that is what we discussed at the last meeting.
Mr. Kapish: I don't know why we are meeting with the City Manager about the park if our other projects aren't getting through.
Mr. Carney: Good point Chris.
Mr. Kapish: I guess the meeting at the park will have to wait until they address our current work projects.
Mr. Baldis: I think we need to wait until they respond until what Bob told them on the phone. It is that simple. They haven't responded. They are looking at the same information we are. We have everything Lance described. I think what has happened was the City decided to close the road and that is who closed the road. They don't want to fix the road so they are looking for us.
Mr. Geiger: FOOT closed the road. Mr. Baldis: Why?
Mr. Kapish: How do you know?
Mr. Geiger: That is what the City told us. It is a FOOT closure. The City can't close a State road, only FOOT can. The FOOT inspector said it was unsafe to turn there and they instructed it to be closed. It is an FOOT lane closure.
Mr. Baldis: Then we will wait to hear from FOOT.
Mr. Kapish: We will just wait. There is nothing else for us to do.
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Mr. Geiger: The last contact we had with FOOT Bob asked if Jonathan Overton, who we have been dealing with was speaking from an official FOOT capacity when he told us Turtle Run was responsible and that is where communication dropped off.
Mr. Baldis: That was on the 13th if I remember. He hasn't responded in two weeks. Mr. Kapish: There is no action to take tonight on the issue.
Mr. Morgan: Agreed. No action by the Board tonight. Mr. Kapish: Ok Jonathan, go ahead with the next item.
Mr. Geiger: I am going to move down to Creekside. On Creekside the thermoplastic was finally installed. There are a couple issues I am working with Stanford on to correct before I do the inspection for Broward County Traffic. Other than that, the signage is in, the thermos are done and the last thing I have to do is Broward County Traffic closeout, then close out the permit with the City. From there we can look at doing the sign post replacement while Broward County Traffic has their inspection package. Unless you guys have anything that you have seen on Creekside that needs to be addressed or if there are any questions, that project is pretty much getting wrapped up.
Mr. Baldis: I have a side note on that project. Pavers at the entrance feature, they still need to be cleaned and brick pavers need to be replaced that are cracked. Also, I got a couple calls from residents that got epoxy on their car. I have spoken to Stanford about that. He is addressing that with them directly in case any of the Board members hear residents talking about that. Just so you are aware of that.
Mr. Geiger: I will mention the pavers to him. I know he was waiting for the thermos to go down. Any questions on Creekside? Ok. I am going to move onto the Lots 55 - 58 wall. Dennis and I met with Jon Zak and AT&T out there today about the cable being in the way. From what AT&T told us it looks like it is just the service line that is causing the issue in the footer area. What they told us they were going to do is they were going to identify if any of the four houses in this run of walls are currently using AT&T as a customer. If they are not, those cables are dead and they should not be an issue for Jon to work around. But on top of that they are going to provide 21 black wire to all the existing cables so Jon can get in there and work around the cables for now. They didn't give us a time frame but they said it is quicker than moving the main line. I am going to follow up with Jon next week and see when he plans on getting out there to start work.
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Mr. Baldis: It is the service lines to the home feeding off the main line so there are probably four homes in that area that are getting fed and they are going to identify those homes and where those lines are and we are going to work around them.
Mr. Geiger: The brick pavers at the front entrance Stanford submitted his engineering permit application last Friday. He had to go back today and sign some paperwork so that shows that it was received today. We are just waiting for the City Engineer to review and approve the permit for that, then Stanford should be able to get started on that as well. Turtle Creek Driveway, we did get our executed upscale consent agreement so I have a permit package being prepared for Stanford to submit. It is going to be the same situation as the brick pavers at the front. He is just going to have to submit for an engineering permit and we are just going to have to wait for approval. He will be able to knock that work out pretty fast he said once it gets approved. Then once we do get into I can get a change order for the grass out on the back side of that sidewalk that I know we were waiting to do until he got the concrete in for the driveway.
Mr. Baldis: Stanford said he is allowing two weeks to do that work once he gets the permit.
Mr. Geiger: Ok. Other than that, the only other thing I really have is in design, is the sign post replacement stuff. So, for the Estates for phase 1 what Horsepower is doing, we had sent them signed permit application plans and calculations. They were received on the 21st so they have had them for about ten days now. I spoke with Mainnor today and he told me all the poles for the Estates Phase 1, Phase 2, Tall Cypress Nature Park, the roundabout and lake signs are shipping out next week on the 7th. He said to give them about a two week turnaround time on that. All those poles for the next couple of sign posts should be here soon. For Phase 2 for the Estates, we have everything ready to go for Anzco. All he had to do is get permit apps signed by Coral Springs. For Tortoise- Way roundabout, plans were approved. Anzco had given us a proposal for that as well so now I am just waiting for a contract so we have everything ready to go as far as approved plans and a permit set for him. I have to work with Mainnor to get the calculations and stuff to the contractor. Turtle Run Boulevard Central, we are currently working with Broward County Central to work out some of the comments they had on the signage. One of the things that I did want to ask the Board about was we did receive comments. There was plans to add street name signs to where the Forest Glen Middle School is, the two
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entrances. One of the west entrances was just going to get a sign that said Turtle Run Boulevard and the east main entrance was going to get one that said Turtle Run Boulevard and Forest Glen Middle. Broward County Traffic has asked us not to place these signs if they are not absolutely necessary. They don't recommend and they don't normally add street name signs to school entrances. It creates a little bit of confusion in neighborhoods and it is not a standard practice of theirs. I wanted to get a little bit of direction from the Board. Are the street name signs absolutely necessary and would like to see there?
Mr. Kapish: Who is asking us to do this?
Mr. Geiger: Broward County Traffic Engineering, part of their review of the decorative sign poles. They don't recommend these street name signs there. It is not that you can't do it, it is just not something they recommend and they have asked us if we don't have to, not to do them. You can do it, it's not a problem. I said I would reach out and see what the Board's position was on those signs.
Mr. Kapish: What are they talking about street name signs? We never talked about putting street name signs.
Mr. Geiger: The purchase order or whatever I had from Mainnor that I was using to put together these plans, when we were doing a license agreement about a year ago he had street name signs on those stop signs at the school listed. He had Turtle Run Boulevard listed on one and then Turtle Run Boulevard and Tortoise Glen Middle listed on another.
Mr. Baldis: We don't need those.
Mr. Geiger: Ok I will have them off the post, that is not a problem. Just so you guys are aware, when we originally met on this stuff awhile back, I believe the direction given was to not include the no stopping signs on the plans. Those actually, I put as to be removed with Broward County Traffic and they were completely fine with that. If we don't want those signs, those can get removed with the project no problem.
Mr. Baldis: That is a good thing.
Mr. Carney: You are referring to all those signs along the Boulevard that say No Stopping?
Mr. Geiger: With the arrows yes. I believe the direction we were given was that
they are not normally enforced so why put them on decorative poles.
Mr. Carney: They are terrible.

Mr. Kapish: Why do we have to have them at all? Mr. Baldis: We don't. They are gone.
Mr. Geiger: I have them to be removed on the plans and Broward County let it go so they can get pulled out when the plans are approved.
Mr. Kapish: Ok.
Mr. Geiger: For Turtle Run Boulevard East, that is everything from the roundabout to Creekside we have approval from Broward County Traffic so they approved all the signs and the locations. The same situation as soon as we have a contractor on board, we can furnish stamped signed plans and get a permit out to them. Turtle Run Boulevard West, that is everything from 43rd Place back to Sample Road along Turtle Run Boulevard I have plans in. We received comments. I have addressed the comments. I am just waiting for an approval. That should probably take a day or two. The only thing I had a question on was there is a couple signs that are within FOOT right-of-way. I was asked to send a document over on the agenda so you guys could take a look at the exact sign and let me know if you guys would like us to pursue permitting switching these specific signs out. The permit would have to come through FOOT for these and they require a lengthy variance process. The guy that I talked at FOOT didn't seem to indicate it would ever go through at the state level considering they are non-breakaway poles. He said it is possible and it has been done before but these have to permit separately from all the other sign posts because they are within the FOOT right-of-way.
Mr. Kapish: Where is that at?
Mr. Geiger: It is number 8 on the agenda.
Mr. Baldis: Sample Road, Turtle Run Boulevard, Terrapin, Turtle Creek. Mr. Kapish: Ok.
Mr. Geiger: Specifically, just at Turtle Boulevard West, it is just where Turtle Run Boulevard and Sample meet and it is the two crosswalk signs. It is the Keep Right sign in the bullnose of the median. Those three signs require separate permitting from FOOT and then like I said it's a lengthy process we have to get engineering involved.
Mr. Baldis: They said they wouldn't do it. They basically said they were not going to do it. Like we talked at the last meeting.
Mr. Geiger: Right, if anybody would like us to go through this process let us know but as of now, we are not going to include these signs on the plans specifically for Broward
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County Traffic because they are not going to review them, but these would have to be things we'd have to talk about later or if you guys just want to leave them as is, because I honestly don't think they are going to permit these signs on the poles.
Mr. Baldis: If these poles are on the plan, then that plan is not going to get approved correct? So, wouldn't it be best just to leave them off. I am trying to summarize it so we can make a decision here unless you have more to add.
Mr. Geiger: These would have to be permitted separately so it is just up to the Board whether they want to pursue changing these signs out.
Mr. Kapish: I don't want anything to hold up the signs in the District. These signs that you are talking about are on the perimeter of the District. Correct?
Mr. Geiger: Correct, and that is why I am not including these when I am going through these approvals.
Mr. Kapish: Not a problem. If we ever wanted to do them, we can do them later after we get these what we have been waiting for three years installed.
Mr. Geiger: Yes. That works with us.
Mr. Kapish: What about Wiles Road, that is not a State road, that is County road?
Mr. Geiger: I believe the only sign we decided not to mess with is the one on Wiles and Creekside that is on that really big pole that has about six signs on it with the one way and the stop sign. Mainnor didn't think they would be able to get a decorative pole that could support all of that. So far that is the only pole that Broward County Traffic would review that I think we would have an issue with.
Mr. Kapish: Anybody have any comments about it? Mr. Carney: No thank you Chris.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. So, I guess let's move along. Anything else Jonathan?
Mr. Geiger: Dennis are we going to talk about Anzco's proposal for the roundabout today or no?
Mr. Baldis: We are talking about the projects right now.
Mr. Geiger: Alright. So, other than that stuff, the only other thing I have on here is Forest Glen. Bob followed up with Miller-Legg and Broward County School Board. He followed up with an update with Chris. Acabuso, he passed his email onto someone else that has been dealing with the easement stuff. She hasn't responded to us today. Bob actually called Miller-Legg to see if they even received anything from the Broward School

Board and what the timeframe with that. He had to leave a message. No one got back to us so he plans on following up again this week just to see where the process is on the easement review. Other than that, we just have the Turtle Creek Drive, the wall raised plans. Our structural has been working on those. We should have plans on the agenda for approval on the 28th meeting. We should be able to get them on the agenda for then.
Mr. Kapish: How long for the plans?
Mr. Geiger: He said we should be able to get them for the agenda for the 28th.
There should be plans on the agenda then for the wall raised.
Mr. Kapish: Alright.
Mr. Geiger: If he gets it done any sooner, I will try and do it on the 14th but I know with everything going it is not always the easiest to get things two weeks in advance.
Mr. Baldis: Is that everything Jonathan? Mr. Geiger: I believe so yes.
Mr. Baldis: I had an item for bond projects that I wanted to bring up to see if the Board would consider it especially since we are going to be doing a spreadsheet and showing where we are at with all the bond money. I thought it might be a good idea if the Board would consider putting a privacy wall along Turtle Creek Drive, a portion of Creekside Drive and a portion of Terrapin Lane where the homeowner's community, where that two foot wall is now. That may be something that the Board would consider to do as a bond project. I just wanted to bring that up for consideration.
Mr. Kapish: Dennis, I think the answer to that probably would be once we see where we are money-wise, then the Board could actually look at that versus right now.
Mr. Baldis: Ok I just wanted to bring it up so it is out there.
Mr. Carney: I agree with Chris. I like the idea actually but we need to find out where we are sitting.
Mr. Baldis: Ok. Thank you.
Mr. Kapish: Jonathan, do you have anything else?
Mr. Geiger: No not unless you have any questions about any of the projects. Mr. Kapish: Anybody have any questions for Jonathan?
Ms. Karnegis: Not at this time.
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SEVENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval  of  the  Minutes  of
the  July  13,  2020  and  July
27, 2020 Meetings
Mr. Kapish: Approval of the minutes of the July 13, 2020 and July 27, 2020 meetings. Those are in your !Pads. If there are any corrections, clarifications, or anything that was omitted, please speak up, otherwise we need a motion to approve those minutes of July 13 and July 27.
On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Carney with all in favor the minutes of the July 13, 2020 and July 27, 2020 meetings were approved.


EIGHTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Discussion	of	Signpost
Replacement	Project Signage inside FOOT Right-of Way and Information
(This was discussed earlier in the meeting)


NINTH ORDER OF BUSINESS
	Attorney

Mr. Kapish: Mike anything for us?
 Staff Reports
Mr. Pawelczyk: I don't have anything for you all today. That is my report.


	Engineer
	Consideration of Work Order #11 from Tamara Peacock Company Architects for Secondary Aesthetic Entrance Walls in the amount of

$26,400
	Consideration of Proposal from Stanford & Sons Trucking Corp. for Turtle Run Boulevard Right-of-Way Improvements in the amount of

$14,539
Mr. Kapish: Unless you have anything Jonathan, I think we have pretty much covered everything right?
Mr. Baldis: No, you have number 2.
Mr. Kapish: Oh, the proposal from Stanford & Sons for Turtle Run Boulevard Right of-way improvements in the amount of $14,539.
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Mr. Geiger: This is to remove the six inch white lane stripping and the six inch yellow median stripping and redo it per the comments we received from Broward County Traffic Engineering to get that closed out on their end for the Turtle Run Boulevard Central project from about 1 ½ year ago.
Mr. Kapish: How is that going to look when they come in there to a road and do that to a road after is has been down for two years?
Mr. Geiger: It might look at a little bit better than when they do it to the fresh  road  and you can see where they sandblast it off where  that asphalt  shows  under. I don't think  it is going to look as bad as when the road is real fresh and they do it. If they do it the right way they basically are going to overlay exactly where they removed it so it shouldn't be.  It  is really going to be depending on the contractor. I don't see it being as much as a visual nuisance as when they have to do it right after they asphalt. You can then see the grey under the black.
Mr. Kapish: What is the purpose of them redoing it because obviously they are saying the lines aren't in the right position or is it the reflectivity?
Mr. Geiger: It was the glass bead coverage. Broward County Traffic said the glass bead coverage is inconsistent and not acceptable.
Mr. Kapish: Ok. What company is doing this work?
Mr. Geiger: Hold on. I am going to say it is Lines Unlimited. It is whoever he used on Creekside. Let me just pull it up. Keep in mind when I asked Stanford about this pricing this is them using the unit pricing from Creekside. He told me that if this doesn't get approved at this meeting he didn't know if he could hold this price.
Mr. Baldis: This needs to be done to close out the project correct? Mr. Geiger: Yes.
Mr. Baldis: That is why we are discussing it because it needs to be done to close out the project.
Mr. Kapish: Ok then we need a motion in the amount of $14,539 to Stanford so that we can close out the project and the stripping done.
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On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Carney with all in favor accepting the proposal from Stanford & Sons Trucking Corp. for Turtle Run Boulevard right-of-way improvement in the amount of $14,539 for striping was approved.
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	Field Manager
	Manager - Discussion of Financial Disclosure  Report  from  the Commission on Ethics and Reminder to File Annual Form

Mr. Baldis: I can report to you that the cobra light at Sample and Turtle Run that is very close to our new monument sign, the City has made a request to FPL to remove that pole. It is going to be minimum of 8 weeks to do that. I am expecting to hear from the City once FPL tells them the cost of the removal. The reason it is going to take a minimum of 8 weeks is hurricane season and this moving a pole or removing one that isn't damaged or a hazard isn't on the front burner for them. There was a traffic accident I am sure you are all aware now on Turtle Run Boulevard up by Hidden Lake. I am still in the process of getting a police report from the City of Coral Springs to make a claim against their insurance company. The cost of replacing that pole installed is $4,270. The divers have completed their cleaning out that the Board approved, that has been completed. The City also vacuumed out the catch basins in that area on Turtle Run Boulevard. Hall Fountain did repair the fountain on Turtle Run Boulevard, that was brought to my attention by Lance. They cleaned out all the calcium buildup in the spouts. It looks a lot better than it did previously. The mango tree hasn't been moved yet. They are waiting for locations from AT&T before they do that. A permit has been filed for it and they have it. It is just a matter of waiting for locates. I sent the Board photos of two different companies who do Christmas lighting for the Estate sign and the front entrance for your consideration. I hope you take time to look at that. I know it is a little early but just to get that started so I thought I would do that. The Park Place Apartments are asking for a letter from the District giving them permission to draw water from one of our lakes, the lake on Creekside Drive and Wiles Road. They have been drawing water out of there from the beginning of their construction and they are renewing their permit and South Florida Water Management is asking for the District to give them a letter saying we have no objection to them doing that. I was going to do that unless there is a concern by any of the Board members. If not, I will go ahead and issue that letter to them. Also, I contacted Shamrock Pools, they are a

company that services the roundabout fountain on Turtle Run Boulevard about performing services for our two new fountains up at Sample Road and Turtle Run Boulevard. They are asking for $195 per month to keep those fountains cleaned and servicing them on a monthly basis. Currently we are paying $205 at the roundabout to have them service that. If there is no objection to that, I am going to go ahead and get them lined up to take care of that.
Mr. Kapish: Before we do that, I know that pool is not going to be ready quite yet but can we get another price just to check ourselves?
Mr. Baldis: Sure. It is going to be ready this week. There should be water in that fountain sometime this week. I was just considering since they are doing the one to get them onboard to get both. I also bought defoamer and put it in both of the pits up there at Sample Road so if someone throws soap in, there is already foam in there at that location to put in the fountains.
Mr. Kapish: Also, the roundabout fountain, one of the plumes, hardly any water is coming out of it. You might have a problem with the same type of problem you had with the other floating fountain.
Mr. Baldis: I will tell you what I have been doing. I have talked to you Chris about it already and I will tell the Board that I think that at the end of September once we are through hurricane season that the roundabout fountain should be completely drained and everything should be looked at in there for cracks. It has been there some time now and I would rather do maintenance on it, preventive maintenance instead of having a problem all of the sudden. That was something I was going to do again at the end of September once we get cleared of all these storms.
Mr. Kapish: I agree.
Mr. Baldis: Have Hall come out and look at all the lights and everything, have them change the lens for the holiday season and stuff like that just to give it a complete service to that roundabout fountain. That was my plan. What I will, Chris I am going to let Hall go ahead and start working on these just so we don't have an issue and then I will go out research and get other companies to give me prices on doing the roundabout and these two so we know where we are.
Mr. Kapish: That is fine. Everyone, once in a while we should double check what the pricing is.

Mr. Baldis: That is why you have two companies with Christmas lights. The other thing I have here for you is I have two proposals I would like you to consider. The first proposal is from Anzco, and it is to put in the remaining sign posts in the Estates. As we spoke previously, Horsepower is doing part of them because they already have the signs. Anzco is doing it at a lesser rate. To put in 26 sign post replacements to complete the Estates would be $11,700. The other proposal is also from Anzco and it is to put the Tortoise Way roundabout sign post replacements in and that is for 15 signs and to remove 12 existing signs. It is for $9,800. That is exclusive of permitting.
Mr. Carney: Can you explain that one more time Dennis I am sorry?
Mr. Baldis: The Estates, Horsepower Electric is going to start putting the first phase of the Estates signs in. The second phase is going to be done by Anzco. That is for
$11,700 to complete that. Jonathan asked them for a price for the Tortoise Way roundabout sign replacement and that is for $9,800.
Mr. Carney: How many signs is that for Dennis?
Mr. Baldis: 26. It is to remove 12 existing sign posts and install 15 at the roundabout and then it is to install 26 in the Estates. It is a total of 41 poles and removal of 12 for those two prices. I am just looking for approval.
Mr. Carney: When can they start?
Mr. Baldis: When the signs come in. If it is approved, I will have Michael draw up two contracts and they will be in place. When the signs come in, he can go right in. Horsepower should be hopefully starting next week putting some of the signs in the Estates. These should be coming in shortly after that. I am hoping to have them all in by the end of September or early October.
Mr. Kapish: Does that include the signage on the poles? Mr. Baldis: Yes.

On MOTION by Mr. Carney seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor accepting the proposal from Anzco in the amount of
$11,700 to install signs in the Estates in an amount of $9,800 to remove 12 existing signs and install 15 signs at the roundabout was approved.


Mr. Baldis: The only other thing I want to mention and I have spoken to Lance. There were some trees that were supposed to be trimmed quite a while ago and I'm hoping they will be done this week. BrightView has had trouble with people getting the virus and not coming into work and things along those lines but I am hoping to get that taken care of this week also. That is all I have unless you have something for me.
Mr. Kapish: There has been nobody cleaning the fences at the park. We need to get somebody to clean the fences along the preserve.
Mr. Baldis: I brought that up at the last meeting about I have a proposal for People's Choice to do their annual cleaning when they start at the end of September to include all that. They will address all the new fencing. There will be a slight increase in what we paid them last year.
Mr. Kapish: That draws me into something else. I think instead of chasing all this stuff down three weeks before Thanksgiving, I think we need to start on the tree trimming now. Whoever is going to do it, I think we need to do it now. I also think that we need to maybe start pressure cleaning starting maybe at the end of the month and have it pressure cleaned the first week of October.
Mr. Baldis: That is the plan. That is what we did last year. A lot of the trees have already been pruned due to different reasons. We have been trimming them up as we go. I normally wait till right at the end of hurricane season to attack all those things but I can do it whenever you would like. It actually maybe a good idea to get it done now because he is having so much trouble with his crew.
Mr. Kapish: Who is doing the tree trimming, BrightView?
Mr. Baldis: That is who did it previously. I have a proposal from them now but that proposal needs to be reworked because some of the trees have been already completed. I will get with Robert tomorrow and talk to him about that.
Mr. Kapish: Do you guys agree about getting that stuff done now? Mr. Morgan: Absolutely Chris.
Mr. Kapish: The fall is very nice and I want to enjoy the community in the fall with everything clean.
Mr. Baldis: I can tell you this People's Choice in some communities they have hired them to be there year round and just continuously do that so there isn't a big job at a certain time like we have been doing it. They would come in and do sections and keep them clean
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throughout the year. I can talk to Steve about that to see what that would cost if there is an increase or not, especially now that all the road construction is going to be completed we don't have to really worry about much of that anymore.
Mr. Kapish: Another question is the rumor is that the schools could be starting back up either the end of September or first part of October the earliest. I am just wondering if maybe if Stanford is going to get the pavers redone maybe by then at least one side of the road.
Mr. Baldis: He has allotted two weeks once he gets the permit and the permit was put in last week.
Mr. Kapish: Ok just want to keep that in mind. Mr. Baldis: I already spoke to him about that. Mr. Kapish: Do you have anything else?
Mr. Baldis: I was waiting. I didn't know if you wanted to bring up our conversation we had over at Turtle Creek or not.
Mr. Kapish: You can outline it.
Mr. Baldis: Last week myself and Chris with representatives from the City, the Assistant City Manager was there, FOOT was there and we discussed the situation with the curbing and the destruction of the irrigation system. FOOT made it clear that in their contingency which they do have outlined certain items that they are allowed to pay for and they said on more than one occasion that irrigation is not one of the things that they are allowed to spend funds on. The impression I got was from the City that they are going to take responsibility for this since they approved that work. It was explained to them by myself and Chris that we weren't part of that discussion of pre-construction drawings and what was going to be in that contract. We were involved with it after the fact and our pre construction meeting consisted of the contractor asking BrightView to come and turn on the irrigation so they could count broken heads and they wouldn't be responsible for them. Then we all know what happened. They completely tore out the system. They being the contractors is moving along. He is throwing in the trenches. I provided the City of Coral Springs a proposal that we received from BrightView to install the irrigation system. The only response I have gotten from them so far was thank you for providing that and they are asking us to see if we can attend a meeting with the same group of people this coming
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Thursday. I received that email late this afternoon and I will be replying to that. We will be available after 4:30. As far as the D curb, I guess you would like to talk about that.
Mr. Kapish: Well I mentioned about the D curb and basically their project is for
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$1,200,000, their whole thing is to put a bike lane to nowhere, rip out the D curb to gain an extra foot because they need to put a buffer on the bike lane like it is on Wiles Road. They have ripped out all the F curb and have poured I think most of it back and D curb and there is D curb there but it was poured 30 year ago. I am not even sure it matches what they do today because things have changed and they have changed the style and installation of some of those items. Like D curb can be just on top of a ground versus where it is supposed to be now it is supposed to be six inches above the ground and 8 inches below. Then they said that the D curb is not a problem because it is nowhere near any drains in the median where it would drain into the center median which is not true because if you come out of Target entrance on Turtle Creek and 441, the whole roadway there drains into a drain right there in the median close to the Bank, as you approach the Bank driveway there. You are going to get nothing but water pooling on the edge of a D curb and a bunch of asphalt. All they are doing is taking a back hoe and digging the sprinkler system out, digging out the D curb and then digging out some of the lime rock and just simply replacing the lime rock with nothing but asphalt. It is almost like 8 to 10 inches of asphalt. I don't know, to me, I am not a road contractor but it doesn't even look right on its face. There is, I think Jonathan maybe you remember how many linear feet, maybe 2,000 linear feet or something.
Mr. Geiger: I think it was around 1,500.
Mr. Kapish: Ok 1,500 linear feet that wasn't removed and I brought up to the City that the D curb that they are not removing is not up to code because it is not six inches high. For the curb to be up to code, it has to be six inches high above the asphalt to stop a vehicle or to slow a vehicle down from traveling into the oncoming traffic. That is the purpose of it. The curbing that they have right now is about in some places 2 or 3 inches high and all they did was make their six inches stop and blend it in with the 2 inch curb which we are asking them to replace too. At first, they said they don't care about the curbing because that is not in their contract and even if you gave them the money, they wouldn't replace it. The City was very interested in not being up to code so they were looking into that matter and what I asked them to do was take out the rest of the D curb
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and pay for out of your contingency fund. Obviously, that is something that is unforeseen or they didn't seem to look at. We will find out when they have this meeting on Thursday what their situation is with the sprinkler system and with the D curb. Sounds to me like since they said that their policy is not to fix sprinkler systems then I don't think they are going to pay for that. I think the City is going to have to end up paying for that. I don't even know why they are even there to do anything because all they have. Anybody have any questions? Ok if not we will find out Thursday and move on from there.
Mr. Baldis: D under the managers is the financial disclosure report from the Commission on Ethics. Everyone has filed so we are 100%. Thank you all.

TENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Financial Reports
A. Approval of Check Register
8. Balance Sheet and Income Statement
Mr. Kapish: Approval of the check register. If there are no questions or concerns we just need a motion to approve that.

On MOTION by Ms. Karnegis seconded by Mr. Carney with all in favor the check register was approved.


Mr. Kapish: The same thing for the balance sheet and income statement. We need a motion to approve that unless there are any issues.

On MOTION by Mr. Carney seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in favor the balance sheet and income statement were approved.


ELEVENTH  ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisors Requests
Mr. Kapish: Supervisor requests. Skip do you have anything?
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Mr. Carney: I have a couple of things. Dennis, I like the maple trees that are going in. They are very nice.
Mr. Baldis: Thanks Lance.
Mr. Carney: Lance and you. They are going into some of the areas where I think we took trees out in years past and they look really nice. You are going to put together the
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expenses for the entrance features for the next meeting Dennis so we know exactly where we are including landscaping, irrigation etc.?
Mr. Baldis: Yes.
Mr. Carney: That way we have a total number to work with.
Mr. Baldis: Yes, it will be design, engineering everything that has gone into it.
Mr. Carney: Thank you. Going back to Christmas lights. I don't think there is a lot we have to do at the entrance this year. We are going to have our entrance. I am sure we don't want to muddle that up too much. I think the entrance is going to speak for itself.
Mr. Baldis: Sometimes less is more.
Mr. Carney: Not to get crazy you know. The question was asked earlier tonight can funds be reallocated. I guess we are going to find that out at the next meeting also, correct?
Mr. Baldis: Yes. We will have a report and then a discussion on what we can do with the remaining funds if there are any in any category.
Mr. Carney: There are going to be some overages and there are going to be some shortages.
Mr. Baldis: Yes sir.
Mr. Carney: Thank you that is all I have.
Mr. Kapish: Zaida, do you have anything for us? Ms. Karnegis: No, I do not thank you.
Mr. Kapish: Lance, do you have anything for us? Mr. Baldis: I am not sure he is still on.
Mr. Kapish: Number 12 which is our adjournment. We need a motion to adjourn.


TWELFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
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ON MOTlO by Mr. Carney seconded by Ms. Karnegis with all in fa'Le(th /meeting was adjourned.
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